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In this work we present a refined method for the localization of spin– 1
2
fermions on the 5D
braneworld paradigm. We begin by proposing a more natural ansatz for the Yukawa coupling in the
5D bulk fermionic action, that guarantees the localization of the ground states for the 4D fermions
with right– or left– chirality. In earlier works the existing freedom on the form of the Yukawa
coupling was used in a rather speculative way depending on the type of model, the ansatz proposed
in this work is suitable for thin and thick braneworld models and can be applied to branes made of
a scalar field or not and in this sense it is the more natural choice. Furthermore, we show that the
fermion ground states localization allow us to show the absence of tachyonic modes in the left– and
right– chiral Kaluza-Klein mass spectrum. More precisely, we show that localization of gravity in
the 5D braneworld implies the localization of the spin– 1
2
fermions.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
At the end of the last century a new approach for the hierarchy problem in high energy physics came into light, it
was a geometric point of view born from the generalization of the ideas of Kaluza and Klein. The main idea was to
use a warped ansatz for the metric that could in principle depend on the extra dimensions in order to solve the mass
hierarchy problem. Some of the models that raised this idea were the thin braneworld models [1]-[8], which prove to
successfully address the mass hierarchy problem and the gravity localization in a 3 + 1-braneworld. This scenario of
the universe located at a space-time submanifold was pointed out in string theory [9]-[11]. An important issue of this
scenario was the mechanisms for the localization of matter fields in this submanifold called thin brane. Nowadays, a
more general picture arises, the thick braneworld models [13]-[22], which offer a more realistic approach because the
submanifold is not located at a singularity as in the thin brane models, and in some cases the effects of the thickness
can be important. This fact can lead to a more phenomenological study of the physics on the brane because the
matter is a non-singular mass distribution localized along the fifth dimension. Furthermore the thick brane models
may also have a more fundamental motivation originating from supergravity theories, as shown in [23]. In this context
any conjecture about the mechanism for the matter field confinement in the brane can be made [24]-[48]. However
the assumptions can be very speculative, with the effect of matter localization mechanisms preferring some models to
others. In fact, the method for localizing the matter appears to be a discriminant among the braneworld models, for
example spin–0, the scalar field localization performed in [24]-[29], is closely related to the localization of gravity; in
other words, the localization of gravity guarantees the localization of the KK ground state for the spin–0 matter field.
A drawback on the other hand, is that the localization mechanism performed by [3]-[35] was not suitable to localize
gauge fields with spin–1 for some thick and thin branewords. However a recent work [37] menaced to localize the zero
mode of the gauge fields with spin–1 in the 5D braneworld models, where the localization had not been suitable.
The localization mechanism employed for matter fields living in a 5D braneworld scenarios has been the subject of
many studies, yet the most popular method for the localization of spin– 12 fermions is formulated in a rather speculative
way [38]-[48]. This is because of the freedom one has to propose the Yukawa coupling term. The fermion localization
can be performed in models of thin and thick branes arising from a scalar field φ (like the ones in [15]-[19]), where we
can choose the interaction as ηF(φ(z))Ψ¯Ψ, imposing as a necessary requirement that the arbitrary function F(φ(z))
is an odd function in the fifth dimension z. Otherwise we should change the localization mechanism by introducing
a new form for the Yukawa coupling that is ηΨ¯ΓN∂NF(φ(z))γ5Ψ as shown in [47]. In the case of branes that are not
made of a scalar field φ(z), the proposal for the Yukawa coupling MF(z)Ψ¯Ψ arises as a mass distribution MF(z) in
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2the 5D bulk, where the field F(z) must be an odd function of z (see for instance [29] and [32]). If F(z) fails to be an
odd function, the localization mechanism must be changed by proposing the Yukawa coupling as MΨ¯ΓN∂NF(z)γ5Ψ.
In the present letter we find a more natural ansatz for the Yukawa coupling term F (z)Ψ¯Ψ added to the 5D bulk
action. This emerges from the localization mechanism where F (z) inherits its odd nature directly from the geometry
shape of the warp factor eA(z), as will be shown later. Moreover the coupling F (z)Ψ¯Ψ avoids arbitrariness as it is
independent of the braneworld model and guarantees the localization for the ground states of the KK spectrum for
the right– or left– chiral spin–1/2 fermions. This choice also leaves open the possibility of finding more bound states
since we can manipulate the depth of the 5D KK potentials, always looking to avoid tachyonic states in the KK
spectrum. We should note that only in some cases when the brane is made of a scalar field φ(z), it is possible to find
a bijection between φ and z. For this cases the interaction F (z)Ψ¯Ψ, can be written as a function that depends on φ
only through F (φ(z))Ψ¯Ψ. Thus, our proposal for F (z) in the mechanism of localization give us the choice of F (φ(z)).
In this context, a Yukawa coupling term F (z)Ψ¯Ψ that can be suited for thin and thick branes arising from a scalar
field or not is the most natural choice.
This work is presented in three sections; we first give a brief introduction to the mechanism of spin–1/2 fermions
localization, in Section three we address the choice for the F (z) function with allows us to obtain a left– and right–
chiral KK mass spectrum free on tachyonic instabilities, as well as the localization of the ground sate for the fermions
with left– or right– chirality. Furthermore in Section four we show that in our natural proposal the localization of
gravity on the braneworld implies the localization of spin–1/2 fermions as well; finally we present our conclusions in
Section five.
II. LOCALIZATION OF SPIN–1/2 FERMION FIELDS ON A BRANEWORLD
The method we use is the standard mechanism for the localization of spin–1/2 fermions, see for example [38]–[48],
the procedure is shown in the following lines. The ansatz for the 5D geometry is
dS25 = e
2A(z)
(
gˆµν(x)dx
µdxν + dz2
)
, (1)
where z is the 5D coordinate, gˆµν is the 4D induced metric on the brane with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 and the function e
A
is the warp factor. In this models we can assume, as it is shown in [16]–[17], that gravity is localized in the brane,
meaning that the zero mode of the KK spectrum associated with the 4D graviton Ψgrav0 ∼ e
3
2
A(z) is a normalizable
function on the fifth dimension. We suppose that the 5D fermionic fields have a weak interaction with gravity (we do
not consider the backreaction effects) in such a way that the localization properties of the 5D graviton Ψgrav0 do not
change.
In 5D spacetime, fermions are four–component spinors and their Dirac structure can be described by ΓM = eM
M¯
ΓM¯
with eM
M¯
being the viervein and {ΓM ,ΓN} = 2gMN . In this Subsection, M¯, N¯ , · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and µ¯, ν¯, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3
denote the 5D and 4D local Lorentz indices, respectively, and ΓM¯ are the gamma matrices in 5D flat spacetime.
For our set-up, the viervein and the gamma matrices are defined trough
e M¯M =
(
eAeˆ ν¯µ 0
0 eA
)
, ΓM = e−A(eˆµν¯γ
ν¯ ,−iγ5) = e−A(γµ,−iγ5),
where γµ = eˆµν¯γ
ν¯, γ ν¯ and γ5 are the usual flat gamma matrices in the 4D Dirac representation.
The Dirac action of a spin–1/2 fermion with a mass term can be expressed as [31]
S 1
2
=
∫
d5x
√−g [Ψ¯iΓM (∂M + ωM ) Ψ− F (z)Ψ¯Ψ] . (2)
Here ωM is the spin connection defined as ωM =
1
4ω
M¯N¯
M ΓM¯ΓN¯ while ω
M¯N¯
M is defined as
ωM¯N¯M =
1
2
eNM¯
(
∂Me
N¯
N − ∂Ne N¯M
)
− 1
2
eNN¯
(
∂Me
M¯
N − ∂Ne M¯M
)
−1
2
ePM¯eQN¯
(
∂P eQR¯ − ∂QePR¯
)
e R¯M , (3)
and F (z) is some general scalar function of the extra dimensional coordinate z. We will discuss about the properties
of the scalar function F (z) later in Section three, in the context of the localization of KK fermion modes. The
non–vanishing components of the spin connection ωM for the background metric (1) are
ωM =
1
2
(∂zA)γµγ5 + ωˆµ, (4)
3where ωˆµ =
1
4 ω¯
µ¯ν¯
µ Γµ¯Γν¯ is the spin connection derived from the metric gˆµν(x) = eˆ
µ¯
µ (x)eˆ
ν¯
ν (x)ηµ¯ν¯ . Thus, the equation
of motion corresponding to the action (2) varying over Ψ¯ can be written as[
iγµ(∂µ + ωˆµ) + γ
5 (∂z + 2∂zA)− eAF (z)
]
Ψ = 0, (5)
where γµ(∂µ + ωˆµ) is the Dirac operator on the brane.
We turn now to investigate the 5D Dirac equation (5), and write the spinor in terms of 4D effective fields. On
account of the fifth gamma matrix γ5, we anticipate that the left– and right–handed projections of the 4D part behave
in a different manner. From Eq. (5), we propose the following KK decomposition for the 5D spinors Ψ¯ and Ψ
Ψ = e−2A
(∑
n
ψLn(x)Ln(z) +
∑
n
ψRn(x)Rn(z)
)
. (6)
The KK decomposition proposal for the 5D Dirac spinors is inspired in the chirality proyectors, this decomposition
imposes chirality on the massive KK modes inherited from the 4D projectors
ψLn =
1
2
(
I4 − γ5
)
ψ(x)n, (7)
ψRn =
1
2
(
I4 + γ
5
)
ψ(x)n, (8)
where γ5ψLn =
1
2
(
γ5 − I4
)
ψ(x)n = −ψLn and γ5ψRn = 12
(
γ5 + I4
)
ψ(x)n = ψRn are the left-handed and right-
handed components of a 4D Dirac field, respectively. In order to decouple the Dirac equation (5) in its 4D and 5D
part, we must assume that the left– and the right–handed eigenfunctions ψLn(x) and ψRn(x) satisfy the 4D Dirac
equations. The consequences of this assumption allow us to write a system of two coupled differential equations for
the eigenvalues of the KK modes Ln(z) and Rn(z) given by:(
∂z + e
AF (z)
)
Ln(z) = mnRn(z), (9)(
∂z − eAF (z)
)
Rn(z) = −mnLn(z). (10)
The system above can be decoupled by mixing (9) and (10) equations and after some algebra we get a pair of
Schro¨dinger type equations (
− ∂2z + VL(z)
)
Ln = m
2
nLn, (11)(
− ∂2z + VR(z)
)
Rn = m
2
nRn, (12)
where the corresponding left and right potentials read
VL(z) =
(
eA(z)F (z)
)2
−
(
eA(z)F (z)
)
′
, (13)
VR(w) =
(
eA(z)F (z)
)2
+
(
eA(z)F (z)
)
′
. (14)
In this notation a prime denotes ∂z.
III. THE PROPOSAL FOR F (z)
We can immediately see that the equations (11) and (12) equations are restricted by the behavior of the function
F (z). In what follows we will find a way to choose this function by directly looking at the integrability conditions
on L(z) o R(z) in equations (11) and (12). We are mainly interested in the localization properties of the massless
mode of the KK excitations. Let us thus consider the mn = 0 case; if we take y(z) = e
A(z)F (z), we can rewrite the
potential VL(z) as
VL(z) = y
2 − y′. (15)
The last equation is a Riccati differential equation and a particular solution can be obtained by performing the change
of variable y = −Z ′
Z
. Then we have a differential equation for the new variable that reads
− Z ′′(z ) + VL(z)Z (z ) = 0. (16)
4By taking a closer look at equation (16) we see that it is a Schro¨dinger–like equation, the same equation that the
massless version of (11). Thus, Z = L0 is a natural choice for its solution. On the other hand, as we mentioned
above, the wave function of the massless graviton is normalized and takes the form Ψgrav0 ∼ e
3
2
A(z) (see [14]– [22]).
This fact suggests that a simple choice for L0 = Z can be a power law of the zero mode for the graviton, namely
Z (z) = eMA(z), (17)
where M is a real and positive constant, that can be set in such a way that the Z (z) function is normalizable in the
fifth dimension. By taking into account the above relation, the coupling F (z) can be written as
F (z) =M∂ze
−A(z). (18)
The above relations imply that the Yukawa coupling is entirely determined by the bulk geometry. In references [18, 19],
the authors studied braneworld models for a class of geometries where the warp factor has the following behaviour at
infinity
eA ∼ 1|z|γ , when z →∞. (19)
In the cited references it was shown that if the 4D Planck mass is finite, a massless graviton is localized and there are
no not space–time singularities, and the values adopted by the exponent are defined for 1/3 < γ ≤ 1. By considering
this class of metrics, the coupling F takes the form
F ∼M γ sgn(z)|z|γ−1, when z →∞.
Hence, the field F is finite along the extra dimension. This fact is important because it guarantees the stability of
the field F .
Now we take the ansatz for F (z) and substitute it into the equations (9) and (10). This allows us to recast the left
and right pair of equations as follows (
∂z −MA
′
)
Ln(z) = mnRn(z), (20)(
∂z +MA
′
)
Rn(z) = −mnLn(z). (21)
In order to obtain the zero modes for the fermions with right– and left–chirality we must set mn = 0 in (20) and (21)
to obtain:
L0 ∝ eMA(z), (22)
R0 ∝ e−MA(z). (23)
The normalization of the zero mode spin-2 graviton ensures that eA → 0 when z → ±∞. Then, for a given sign of
M the above relations tell us that it is not possible to have both massless left– and right–chiral KK fermion modes
localized on the brane at once, since when one is localized, the other one is not.
In general if we ask for eMA to be a normalizable function on the fifth dimension and combine the equations (20)
and (21), we can obtain the Schro¨dinger–like equations for the left– and right–chiral KK modes of fermions:
− ∂2zLn + VLLn = m2LnLn, (24)
−∂2zRn + VRRn = m2RnRn. (25)
Then the ansatz for F (z) fixes the form of the potentials VL,R that can be recast as follows
VL(z) = M
2A′2 +MA′′, (26)
VR(z) = M
2A′2 −MA′′. (27)
By analyzing the shape of the potentials (26) and (27), it is easy to see that the depth of the potential wells VL,R(z)
is determined by the size of the parameter M . Furthermore, if we demand that the fermions with right/left chirality
are localized in the 3-brane and that they present a symmetric distribution around the brane origin, then the Z(z)
must necessarily be an even function, implying that F (z) = M∂ze
−A(z), which is an odd function. This statement
can be explicitly demostrated by substituting F (z) into equations (13) and (14). If we assume that eA is an even
function, then the potentials VL,R are also even functions around the center of the brane in the fifth dimension.
5We show that the KK mass spectrum for the fermions with right– and left–chirality is free of tachyonic modes (see
[51] and references there in) by writing their quantum mechanic supersymmetric analogue form from the Schro¨dinger–
like equations (24) and (25)
(−∂z −MA′) (∂z −MA′)Ln = m2LnLn, (28)
(∂z −MA′) (−∂z −MA′)Rn = m2RnRn. (29)
In contrast with the zero mode, it is difficult to obtain analytical solutions for the massive spectrum. There is no
dictated procedure to obtain the eigenfunctions with non-zero mass. However, in our case we can extract some
qualitative information about the spectrum. For the class of geometries described in equation (5) the left potential
have two possible behaviors at infinity, the first one is when VL > 0 as z → ±∞. Clearly in this scenario there is a
mass gap between the bound states and the continuum states. If we look at equations (19) and (22) it easy to see
that for the second case the potential at infinity behave as
VL ∼ Mγ
z2
(Mγ + 1) . (30)
In [14] it is shown that this kind of potential produces a continuous massive spectrum and that the continuum states
are decoupled from the ground state. We can also see from the potentials (26) and (27) that VR must have a similar
behavior as the VL > 0 as z → ±∞, because A′′ → 0 when z → ±∞. Moreover when z → 0, the right potential
is restricted by the inequality VR > VL. Taking in to account the above arguments, we can conclude that there is a
mass gap between the bound states and a the tower of continuum states. The only difference between the KK mass
spectra for Lm and Rm, is that the KK mass spectrum for Rm has less bound states than its analogue Lm. This fact
can be seen more clearly because both ground states L0 and R0 cannot be localized at the same time, this effect is
associated to the depth of the potentials, that in VR is more suppressed by the second term on the right side of the
equation (27). Otherwise, when VL < 0 at z = 0, and its behavior at infinity is again described by equation (30),
then the shape of the right potential turns out to be VR > 0 when z → 0, and the asymptotic behavior is VR → 0
when z →∞. For this case there are no localized bound states.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN GRAVITY AND FERMION LOCALIZATION
A more direct relation between gravity localization and spin-1/2 fermionic fields localization can be made if we set
M ≥ 32 . In particular if we choose M = 3/2, a direct relation between the localization of the left chiral ground state
and the zero mode of the KK spectrum for the 5D graviton Ψgrav0 ∼ e
3
2
A(z) can be made. The relation is immediate if
we see the expresions for the potentials (26) and (27) and the analogue supersymmetric quantum mechanic potential
for the KK graviton ground state equation [14],
VL(z) =
9
4
A′2 +
3
2
A′′, (31)
VR(z) =
9
4
A′2 − 3
2
A′′. (32)
It is important to state that if we set M = −M in the equations (24) and (25), a similar treatment can be performed.
The results of this new scenario are the following: the zero mode of the right chirality fermion R0 is localized, while
its analogue left ground state L0 remains delocalized. The analogous supersymmetric quantum mechanic form of the
Schro¨dinger equations (28) and (29) can be written as
(−∂z −MA′) (∂z −MA′)Rn = m2RnRn, (33)
(∂z −MA′) (−∂z −MA′)Ln = m2LnLn. (34)
Once we obtain the eigenfunctions Ln, Rn associated to the bound sates of the KK spectrum via the Schro¨dinger–like
equation, we can perform a dimensional reduction over the 5D action and use them along with the determinant of
the metric
√−g and the warp factor eA to derive the corresponding field configuration in 4D
S 1
2
=
∫
d5x
√−g Ψ¯ [iΓM (∂M + ωM )− F (z)]Ψ,
=
∑
n
∫
d4x
√
−gˆ ψ¯n [iγµ(∂µ + ωˆµ)−mn]ψn, (35)
6where the eigenfunctions Ln and Rn form a closed set of linearly independent functions that satisfy the following
orthogonality relations: ∫ +∞
−∞
LmLndz = δmn, (36)∫ +∞
−∞
RmRndz = δmn, (37)∫ +∞
−∞
LmRndz = 0. (38)
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter we have proposed a natural way of determine the Yukawa coupling F (z)Ψ¯Ψ for the 5D bulk action,
the form of the F (z) function allows us to localize the spin– 12 fermionic fields in the paradigm of the 5D braneworld
scenarios. The structure acquired by the VL,R potentials is induced by the ansatz for the F (z) function and we
show that this choice allows the localization of the left– or right–chiral KK zero modes L0(z), R0(z) and excludes
the tachyonic modes of the KK mass spectrum mLn and mRn . The proposal for the function F (z) leaves behind
other speculative proposals since it is independent of the braneworld model, hence the form for the Yukawa coupling
here presented is the most natural choice. This is shown most evidently if we set M = ±3/2, which is a more
phenomenologically viable ansatz. This choice allows for a direct relation between the localization of the ground
state for the left– or right–chiral KK mass spectrum and the localization of the zero mode for the 4D graviton in the
brane. As a bonus, we include a brief discussion about the existence of a left– or right–chiral KK zero mode decoupled
from the corresponding continuous KK mass spectrum, as well as the possible existence of a mass gap, due to the
asymptotic nature of the potentials VR,L.
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